
 

 
 
A note from the CEO  

The debate continues with what is the best working set up – do people work better in the office? At home? A 
mixture of both? Or perhaps ‘remote working’ doesn’t automatically assume ‘home office’? 
 
What we believe, is that companies need to be agile and free to make the choice that suits them – with the 
flexibility to change their mind! 

Our mission at Amulet Hotkey is to supply the infrastructure that empowers businesses to have that freedom of 

choice, with the confidence in technology that is as performant in remote locations as it is in the office, and just 

as secure. 
 

We have recently launched two new products that expand our portfolio, to continue to do just that. Read on to 

find out more, register for our webinar and meet the team! 

 

Stewart Holness 
Executive Chairman 

   

News 

Read all news  

Amulet Hotkey Launches CoreStation™ RX220 Remote Workstation  
 



The latest addition in the CoreStation series, the RX220, is a custom engineered, compact rack workstation 
designed to deliver high performance.  

Users of the RX220 can be confident in the enterprise level features which includes Intel Xeon E-2300 processors, 

with base clock speeds of 3.7GHz and boost up to 5.1 GHz. Plus, NVIDIA professional RTX GPUs, including the 

powerful RTX A2000 with 12GB memory.  

Amulet Hotkey Launches DX3260 high performance ultra thin client 

 

The DX3260 follows the now end-of-life DX3240, to deliver powerful performance for a smooth 
and responsive experience in hybrid work environments.  

 
Intended for industries such as engineering, media, entertainment, and gaming, the DX3260 is 

the top choice for tasks such as complex CAD models, 2D and 3d video editing, multiple screen 

view with video playback – all with 4:4:4 color accuracy. 

   

Upcoming Webinar 

Do you know all the products Amulet Hotkey have to offer?   
  

At the webinar you will:  

 Get an overview of our solution architecture and product suite 
 See our latest releases 
 Be shown a full overview of our CoreStation remote workstation solutions including tech specs 
 Hear about our path to Zero Trust 

Every attendee will automatically be entered in to a prize draw to win a £100 Amazon voucher! 

Register Now!  

   

Product End of Life Notices 

We still have stock ready to ship, so buy now before they are no longer available! 

DXZC-E 
Our DXZC-E variant zero client, enables you to work anywhere – simultaneously supporting mainstream office 

desktops or the most demanding 3D performance workstations.   

FX400 
The FX400 is a uniquely powerful, rack-based, GPU accelerator that combines Intel Xeon processor and NVIDIA T4 

GPUs. 

   



Win a £50 Amazon Voucher 

Our Christmas competition was so popular we're back for another search!  
 
Find all the Amulets and Keys for your chance to win £50 (or local currency equivalent) amazon voucher! 
 
View the image full size to help your search, and submit your answers here.  

  

   

Meet the Team 

Do you know the faces behind the technology?  
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